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INTELLIAN LAUNCHES i6D – NEW 60CM TVRO ANTENNA WITH DUAL SATELLITE RECEPTION FOR INLAND COMMERCIAL VESSELS

Intellian adds to i-Series TVRO antenna range

Irvine, Calif. – Intellian, the world’s technological leader in marine satellite antennas, has launched the i6D Ku-band TVRO antenna with integrated dual feed horn, enabling vessels to change channel without manually switching between the Astra 1 and Astra 3 satellites, providing reception in Europe.

The dual feed horn enables seamless access from the two satellites as the i6D watches the Astra 1 and Astra 3 satellites simultaneously and has multiple receivers that can watch different channels, so the user can switch channels and immediately view the programme selected without delay. The system is compatible with SD and HD TV.

This new 60cm antenna is the latest development of the proven 2-Axis i6 antenna and has been developed especially for commercial vessels travelling on inland waterways, wishing to subscribe to services from CanalDigitaal in the Netherlands, Kabel Deutschland, Sky Germany, TéléSAT in Belgium and TV Vlaanderen Digitaal, also in Belgium.

— Continued on next page —
The Intellian developed Wide Range Search (WRS) algorithm locks onto a signal and the Dynamic Beam Tilting quickly and accurately keeps the strength strong at all times, even when the vessel is cruising. The Automatic Skew Control and in-built GPS system help provide a signal and maximise this signal strength, for accuracy and easy hands-off performance. The antenna has a broad elevation range of +5° to +90° for reliable reception.

The antenna weighs just 22kg and is quick and easy to install with a single cable that connects the antenna with the ACU. Setup time is minimal and when configured it is simple to check the status of the antenna and control via a PC.

Intellian antenna systems are designed, manufactured and tested to withstand the company’s industry-leading standards for vibration and extreme shock in all sea states and weather conditions. All Intellian antennas now have a three year warranty for parts and one year for labour.

For more information, call +1 (949) 727-4498 or visit www.intelliantech.com.

About Intellian Technologies

Intellian is the global leader in maritime satellite communication antenna systems. The company was founded in 2004 and has shown tremendous growth year-on-year, with new office openings and numerous product launches to offer an innovative and full line of VSAT communications and satellite TVRO antennas for recreational boats and ocean vessels in the commercial, oil & gas markets, and the military. Intellian now exports its products to 6 continents and over 45 countries and has established over 400 contracted dealers and a support network worldwide. Intellian is headquartered in Seoul, South Korea and also has a Maritime Technical Center in Busan, South Korea, as well as U.S. operations in Irvine, California, Seattle, Washington, and European operations in Rotterdam, Netherlands.

For more information about Intellian call +1 949-727-4498 or visit www.intelliantech.com.
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